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With digitalisation, the need for social presence has risen steeply. Gone are the days 
when shopping used to be an outdoor event. The advent of the latest technology 
stacks has made the shopping experience a seamless one. Far fewer people want to 
go out shopping anymore, since everything is accessible with a click of a button. 
People who purchase online bring more value to the merchants, but still, the power to 
fix prices lies in the hands of the merchants rather than the buyers. No successful 
formula seems to exist in the market which provides a mechanism for the masses to 
choose between prices that also meet the expectations of suppliers. 

Excelli super app is going to change the course of the e-commerce industry by 
connecting it with an in-built social media platform. By launching a revolutionary super 
app, Excelli has the potential to offer an efficient and decentralised, multi-faceted 
platform to create a win-win situation for both merchants and consumers. Excelli is 
the first to implement the concept of the ‘Group Buy’ on a scale that was not possible 
before. 
 
When people club together with their friends and networks to make a purchase, they 
get additional perks and rewards, which aren’t implemented by any of the market 
leaders. Buyers in Excelli will be rewarded with XLE tokens, utility tokens that fuel the 
entire Excelli platform, when they contribute to the sale of a product either through 
purchase or promoting as affiliate. Like any other social media platform, Excelli also 
has exciting recreational features - from customised feeds to celebrity profiles. 

1. Abstract

04
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Excelli’s whitepaper explains how the super app combines various features to simplify 
the social media and e-commerce experience. The aim of this whitepaper is to provide 
individuals, investors, and community members with an extensive use case, 
demonstrating how XLE tokens work and fuel the Excelli platform. The whitepaper will 
outline and explain Excelli’s immense value proposition and its role in helping users 
have more choice through group buy prices. 
 
In addition to the role of XLE tokens, the whitepaper speaks further about Excelli’s 
revenue generation model. Excelli’s social media users can monetise their content 
much more consistently, compared with any other social media platform. They can 
also enjoy interacting with their friends and family, with the added advantage of 
initiating a group buy at two different prices. The users can receive monetary benefits 
when they initiate or join a group buy. They can redeem the XLE tokens on every group 
buy and also can use them to buy any products or services on the platform. 

2. Introduction 
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Though social media seems to be the driver of the reshaping of the digital landscape, 
people still have to use multiple applications to enjoy various features. Social media is 
not the same as it was a decade ago. The big giants have implemented a lot of 
updates and innovations to their networks to bring in the concept of monetisation 
efforts in order to increase their corporate revenues. Unfortunately, this has caused 
little but the disintegration of interpersonal connections, and in harsh terms, the typical 
social media platforms see users as products. 
  
Excelli is taking things beyond business with a vision of onboarding genuine content 
creators that promote real products, fairly and transparently. Excelli undoubtedly 
creates a true alternative to today’s social media market. 
 
Excelli introduces a holistic, all-in-one user-focused and customer-centric super app 
that rewards engagement with peers. Any user who spends hours on social media, 
chat and loves shopping with their peers will greatly appreciate the unified experience 
that Excelli offers. Excelli combines the best features available in social media, 
entertainment, content creation, and e-commerce sites into a singular app suitable for 
messaging, socialising, entertainment, and shopping. Group buying makes Excelli 
standout from other apps as it gives the flexibility for buyers to choose prices. Content 
creators can stream, share, and interact with other Excelli super app users, creating 
effective networking. 

3. Social Media - The Root 
Cause for Uptrends 



Excelli supports the fact that the growth of technology is a positive development on 
many levels. We commend the availability of favourable digital facilities including but 
not limited to social and private chats, e-commerce capabilities, entertainment video 
streaming, and content monetisation. However, Excelli claims that there is a difficulty 
in accessing all these various facilities, as one must often utilise multiple social media 
applications. There is no one go-to place for all these features in the market to date.

Multiple Social Media Applications 
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The majority of the leading e-commerce giants make use of dynamic pricing 
algorithms to attract more users to their platform. Though dynamic pricing seems to 
be fair, it indirectly puts 100% of pricing power in the hands of sellers. The price of an 
item can be increased or decreased by the sellers at any time. This, at times, increases 
the price of items saved to the cart before users even check out. Even traditional 
commerce has the concept of discounts when customers buy on a large scale. So, 
why can’t modern e-commerce have reduced prices for bulk buying? 

Pricing By Sellers 

The disconnect between social media applications and e-commerce platforms has 
made shopping a solo experience. The wholesome, interactive shopping experience is 
missing, and thus, the end-users lack emotional and social gratification. With 
conventional e-commerce, people often find their shopping experience unsatisfactory. 
Shopping is supposed to be a social activity and many shoppers would love to shop 
with their friends and acquaintances as they did in the past. 

E-commerce Isn’t A Solo Experience 

4. Problem Statements 
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Many companies implement rewards programs to increase customer loyalty. So many 
loyalty programs now exist that it has become difficult for the average consumer to 
benefit from these programs. It usually takes a long time for consumers to accumulate 
enough points in order to do so. 
  
Also, these reward tokens are of no objective monetary value. For instance, certain 
reward tokens offered by the e-commerce giants have no value outside specific 
platforms and they cannot be converted to fiat currency. The only use case of tokens 
being used in this way is to pay a minor part of a larger transaction. 

Reward Tokens With Zero Value 

In the blockchain space, the volatility of crypto tokens is the major issue preventing 
them from mass adoption. Crypto exchanges, unlike the traditional stock market, 
functions 365x24x7, resulting in abrupt changes in the token price due to fluctuations 
in trading volume and market capitalisation. A token should have a stable value to be 
an ideal utility token, especially when it is used to purchase products on a platform. 
Society is in search of the next evolutionary step in tokens. 

Volatility of Crypto Tokens
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Excelli addresses the above-mentioned problems by creating a super app that brings 
everything, including social media and e-commerce, under a single roof. Excelli aims 
to provide an affordable, easy-to-implement, crowdsourced pricing platform to engage 
and incentivise users to choose prices for services and goods, which will create a 
mutually beneficial ecosystem for both buyers and sellers. This multisided platform 
will enable direct interactions between two or more customers and other platform 
participants, allowing them to choose prices through group buy. By providing a social 
aspect to e-commerce, Excelli will leverage the group purchasing power of consumers 
by introducing a revolutionary global marketplace on blockchain. 
  
When users are excited and happy with certain deals, they can share them with friends 
and family through the in-built social chat function in Excelli. Additionally, when an 
invitee makes a purchase with the link, then the user who sent the invite will be 
rewarded with XLE tokens. Also, users will receive a referral bonus when they onboard 
new members to the platform. There are a number of ways to earn XLE tokens, a 
game-changing utility coin. 
 
Excelli supports affiliate and influencer programs, excellent generators of passive 
income, by allowing consumers to earn XLE tokens on successful affiliated purchases. 
For instance, imagine how excited a buyer would be topurchase a product endorsed by 
their favourite actor or athlete. Anyone can then follow their dream celebrity’s profile in 
Excelli as they would do on any other social media platform. 
 

5. Excelli - The Potential 
Solution



7. Vision

To be the world’s most customer-centric, efficient, and innovative super app. Excelli 
aims to be the trailblazer for other super apps, bringing in evolutionary concepts to 
conventional activities. Excelli’s powerful social media platform allows people to 
connect with their friends and the world around them to enjoy the social media 
experience. Because Excelli is driven by XLE tokens, if the demand for the tokens goes 
up in the near future, this leads to an increase in price. 
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6. Mission

Excelli has the power to make shopping a group event with social and monetary 
benefits; both for the users and merchants. We enable and encourage our customers 
to share what inspires them with their friends and networks. We disrupt the way 
traditional e-commerce works by bringing in the concept of crypto token instead of a 
cashback coin with no monetary benefits. The ultimate aim is to connect merchants 
across the nation to buyers through a super app fuelled by its own utility token: XLE. By 
bringing entertainment, encrypted chats, and shopping with group buy options 
together, Excelli stand out from other Apps and opens up more possibilities for the 
users. 
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8. Super App Features 

Excelli helps users easily access multiple services across the Excelli ecosystem. Each 
feature of Excelli is fuelled by Excelli coins, Excelli coins can be used as reward tokens 
and can also be used as an additional mode of payments. 

Excelli powered by the core social and chat foundation caters to many requirements 
for the everyday life of users. Excelli ensures ease of access to a multitude of services 
like online groceries, payments, online reservations, and ticketing all within 
unparalleled security offered by Excelli giving the users a digital experience like no 
other. 

Social

Chat

Shopping

Groceries

Travel

Hotels

Cabs

Entertainment

Gig Services

Food
DeliveryMetaverse

Pharmacy

Payments

NFTs

Crypto Wallet



Flicks is a short video sharing feature with an ingrained social element in Excelli. Users can 
apply visual effects, lip-sync, dance, or voice-over movie scenes and comedic dialogue in 
these short clips. Flicks provide a tailored feed for each user based on all of their content 
interactions. Users can earn Excelli coins by producing trending flicks and also by 
promoting products in Excelli shopping by sharing links which results in a successful 
purchase. 

Flicks (Short Videos)
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In Excelli, Users can share their 
photos, videos, and things that 
interest and excite them with their 
circle. Users can reach out to their 
friends and followers, to share their 
happy moments in a captivating 
way. Excelli gives its users the 
ability to explore their community, 
while feeling free to be themselves 
and share their life’s highlights with 
one another. Excelli’s social 
platform has a dedicated space 
where its users can watch, like, 
create and share these entertaining 
videos. 

As a content creator, a user has no 
limitations to their creativity. They 
can use the app’s in-built face 
filters, funny stickers, and emoticons to bring their concepts to the world in an innovative 
and engaging way. 

An Excelli social media user will get to explore their interests further, be it their favourite 
brand, athlete, or actor. Excelli enables them to discover brands through advertisements 
and social sharing, with a seamless connection. Exploring and purchasing products that 
complement their lifestyle is made easier. 

Social
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Users can have personal chats with their 
nearest and dearest about their purchases or 
what they have seen on the social feed and 
short videos. Excelli has a very powerful chat 
engine integrated into its application, 
outperforming conventional chat applications. 
No matter where the user is, the application 
allows them to connect through both personal 
and group video chats. Users can share what’s 
trending from their favourite influencer’s 
accounts with their connections. Excelli’s chat 
feature is simple to use, encrypted, reliable and 
works across various platforms. 

Chat

Send private messages across the 
world 

Chats, voice messages, and video chats in the 
Excelli App are end-to-end encrypted, giving no room 
for third parties to access the data. Even Excelli 
cannot read or listen to user’s chats. 

Scheduled messages

Excelli’s unique scheduled messaging service 
allows users to never forget an important events 
like birthdays, festivals aniversaries, meetings 
and many more. Users just have to compose 
their message and schedule the message 
delivery. 
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Easy to get started

Users can make free video and 
voice calls with up to 8 persons 
in a secure and high-quality 
environment. Even on sluggish 
connections, the calls function 
across mobile devices using the 
user's phone's Internet service.

To explore Excelli’s chat application, all users need is a smartphone and an 
active internet connection. Anyone can use their mobile number to sign up, to 
quickly connect with people and start conversations. 

Excelli's screen sharing feature 
allows people in any location of 
the world to see the screen of 
another user's mobile device in 
real time during calls. Users will 
be able to see documents, 
webpages, presentations, or 
anything else presented on a  
host's mobile device at any 
moment via screen share, and 
vice versa. 

Calling & Screenshare

Share your shopping experience

The chat application powers the Unique Selling Proposition (USP) of Excelli, 
the group buy. When a user is happy with a product that they have purchased 
in Excelli’s e-commerce platform, or if they feel one of their connections might 
need or like the product, they can initiate a group buy and send their 
connections an invite to access discounts. They can also use the feed to share 
their excitement and thoughts about buying a great product. 



Everyone loves shopping, especially if they 
have an all-in-one shopping app that gets 
them the best products at unbelievable 
prices, at their doorstep. When buyers try to 
find the perfect shopping app to download, 
they will be faced with a lot of options, which 
leads to confusion. That’s where Excelli 
comes to the rescue with its fantastic 
shopping feature! Buyers can shop from all 
leading merchants across the nation with 
their mobile device. Even better, they can 
search and compare prices among various 
sellers offering the same product. 

Group Buy 

Excelli is the first e-commerce platform to 
implement group buy functionality on a 
scale that was never possible before. 

People can group themselves into small 
groups, not exceeding 20, and get discounts 
on the original price. The sellers themselves 
fix the prices for two modes of the group 
buy (2 and 5). Buyers can send group buy 
requests to chats and at the same time, they can initiate a common group buy request, 
and receive benefits when anyone joins it. 
   

Lowest price in the market 

The important criteria for merchants to win buy box are quality and price. By default, 
the merchants on the Excelli shopping platform fix prices lower than other 
e-commerce marketplaces. The merchants can benefit from the economies of scale 
through massive order volumes powered by the group buying feature. Without a doubt, 
buyers can enjoy the best quality products for lower prices at Excelli.  

Shopping

15



Excelli has introduced a robustly built mobile crypto 
wallet to store, buy, sell, send, receive and track XLE, 
Excelli's utility token. 

Excelli, with its inbuilt wallets, mobilize and digitizes the 
shopping experience for people while deepening the 
engagement. The wallet shows the current price and 
price history of XLE tokens over various periods. Users 
can also keep track of their transactions and rewards 
earned through the affiliate program. In short, Excelli 
wallets is a one stop shop for all Excelli coin  related 
crypto operations. 

Crypto Wallet
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With digitalization, we can send messages worldwide and 
make payments through smartphones seamlessly. 
Excelli never wants to continue boring customer 
interactions through paper coupons, tickets, or loyalty 
cards. 
 
Excelli’s payment feature is driven by a vision of 
becoming the world’s best payment platform. Excelli 
payment wallet allows a user to transfer money instantly. 
Users can go cash-free and pay everywhere with the 
Excelli app. They can pay for grocery purchases, and in 
restaurants, coffee shops, and pharmacies. They can 
also buy crypto coins/tokens, recharge their mobiles, pay 
utility bills, book movie tickets, and literally anything they 
could do with cash or card.  

Payments & E-Wallet



Excelli NFTs Marketplace
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Revolutionary Social NFTs Market place powered by integrated Social and Chat features

Users in Excelli can easily mint NFTs, Promote in the social network and sell them in the 

marketplace

Users can share NFTs to their friends, family, and anyone through Chat

Anyone including Influencers & Celebrities can monetize by promoting and selling NFTs

Introducing World’s First free NFTs Marketplace, where users can Create & Sell NFTs for free



Excelli Metaverse
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Users can buy NFTs in the game through the marketplace

Decisions are based on user consensus.

Peer-to-peer developers (content creators) earn revenue from sales of NFTs

Users/gamers can earn through play or participation in platform governance 

Royalties on secondary trades of NFTs to creators

State-of-the-art Metaverse governed by community, through a decentralized autonomous 

organization (DAO)



Excelli Pages

Groceries 
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Excelli allows users to buy groceries on the go. Excelli has a 
huge product catalogue to cater for everyone’s needs. Users 
can search, create, and manage their own shopping wish lists, 
followed by placing orders and getting them delivered to their 
doorstep. They can also keep a note of their order history to 
make things easier when they buy something often. Excelli, 
like other grocery delivery apps, accepts card payments, but in 
addition permits the use of the XLE tokens for purchasing 
products as well. 

Excelli Pages paves way for 
users to showcase their 
products and services to 
potential customers while also 
connecting them to their 
company or brand. The page 
owners' posts can serve as a 
form of promotion. Users can 
learn from the insights on how 
their account is functioning, 
and how to communicate with 
their followers more effectively.

Pages also serves as a 
platform for organising events, 
and with the Excelli social and 
chat platforms integrated, it 
serves as an excellent medium 
for spreading the word about 
the user's page and event. 
 
With excelli's NFT in place, pages could be a great way for users to promote their NFTs.
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Order and track: 
 
Excelli will be functional in all major Tier-1 cities in the initial phase and will be later 
expanded to the Tier-2 and Tier-3 cities. Users can place orders and track the journey 
of their food parcel with Excelli’s inbuilt live tracking. 
 
 

Get hot discounts: 

Users can discover the hottest offers from restaurants near them, and snap them up! 
Excelli accesses users’ locations to display what is available and of interest to them in 
their area. Users can book tables at discounted prices and enjoy dining. 

Whatever be the cuisine you are looking for, we bring you food 
from the best restaurants in your town. Let it be pizza, or Dosa to 
feed your desi cravings, we have got you covered. Excelli will 
come to your mind when you think of the quickest doorstep 
delivery of your favorites. We take pleasure in bringing the best 
around you. 
 

Food Delivery 

Excelli’s travel feature brings to the users the best deals on 
flight, train, and bus bookings. They can get discounts every 
day when they pay through the selected bank payments. Travel 
isn’t a single entity, but a collection of small, beautiful events. 
Excelli offers all the necessary services to cater to the users’ 
travel needs. 

Travel
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Free cancellation: 
 
Changes are part of life, and users will be given an option to change plans in uncertain 
circumstances. Most of the hotels, apartments, and staycations allows them to 
cancel bookings at no cost. It takes a few taps to cancel and rebook. 

Hotels
The Excelli Hotel booking feature helps to bring great savings 
to its users. Exciting deals on vacation stays or hotels are 
displayed regularly. In addition, users can also book cars, 
flights, and more 

Choose from a variety of accommodations: 
 
Out of the millions of available accommodation options, 
people can find what best suits them, from luxury homes to 
budget apartments. Excelli offers hotels, apartments, hostels, 
vacation rentals, resorts, motels, guest houses, and bed and 
breakfasts.  

Using Excelli’s travel app, users can book, cancel, and request e-tickets anytime, and 
track their payments with ease. Excelli will make travel easy by allowing people to filter 
trains or flights based on time, price, and fare type. Users can make changes to their 
saved bookings later at any time. 
 
The application is designed with a simple user interface; even people with no prior 
booking experience can use the app. The travel feature is very intuitive in both mobile 
and desktop versions. Once a user logs in, they can book tickets straight away or 
check the status of their booked flights or trains and store their travel details for future 
use, thereby eliminating the need to re-enter details when they book again. 
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With Excelli’s incredible entertainment feature, exploring and 
booking tickets for events and movies is a piece of cake. Users 
can search based on their interest and location to reserve the 
seats in no time. The ticket booking user interface is very 
intuitive and makes the ticket booking process extremely 
smooth and hassle free. 
 
Users can book tickets for a huge variety of events including 

theatre productions, movies, music shows, stand-up comedy nights, and live shows. 
Users can share great deals they have found with their friends and effectively 
coordinate plans directly from the app.  

Entertainment

Excelli’s cab feature connects cab drivers and passengers. If 
the users are from a city covered by our cab services, they can 
look out for the availability of cabs for their destination and 
request rides. The drivers can view the request and accept it if 
they are available. With Excelli’s in-built cab tracking 
functionality, users can track the arrival of the driver heading 
to pick them up and get notified when the driver is about to 
reach them. 
  
Excelli cab feature ensures easy connection by giving the 

passenger the comprehensive details of the driver who will pick them up. This includes 
name, contact number, car make, model, and license plate number. 
 
There is no way a driver can overcharge the passengers. When a trip is chosen, the 
payment is automatically calculated by a predefined algorithm and displayed to the 
passenger. Once accepted, the passenger will be charged accordingly.   
 
At the end of the trip, passengers can rate the drivers from 1 to 5. Excelli cab services 
are customer-centric, and as such, the safety of the passengers is considered 
paramount. A feedback system to improve cab services is designed with a vision of 
bringing a hassle-free experience for everyone involved. 

Cabs

TAXI TA
XI



Excelli Gig services allow users to get quality home services, 
on-demand. Excelli offers a variety of Gig services including 
home repair, maintenance, beauty & wellness, plumbing, and 
AC servicing. There are a wide range of services that users 
can choose from, and book on the app. The professionals 
who carry out the services are well trained, hand-picked and 
background verified. 

Transparent Pricing: 
 
The pricing is transparent, and what users see on the app before booking is what they 
pay. There are no hidden charges. 
 

Experts-only: 
 
The professionals who reach the customers’ doorsteps are well-trained and are 
experts in what they do. They are hardworking and polite. 

Gig Services 
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Fully-Equipped: 
 
All the users have to do is find and book the service they are looking for. The 
professionals will bring all the necessary equipment, unless specified otherwise. 

 

Excelli’s pharmacy feature provides excellent care to the 
consumers and delivers fantastic experiences for retailers 
across the nation. The aim of this feature is to deliver 
pharmaceutical products swiftly, and to make health care 
services accessible and affordable. Customers will enjoy 
faster delivery, exclusive offers, and discounts on a wide 
range of healthcare products and services from various 
outlets. Also, customers can make use of full-body health 
check-ups and scans at discounted prices. 

Pharmacy
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9. Group Buying Explained

Excelli is a revolutionary social-commerce 
platform that allows users to receive 
monetary rewards on group buy. Any user 
can create group buy requests when they 
add products to the cart and send a group 
buying invite to their friends, family, and 
acquaintances, either through Excelli’s 
integrated chat or social network, or through 
external social media platforms. Buyers can 
receive products at discounted prices in two 
ways, by creating a group buy or by joining 
existing groups. 
  
The group buy request created lasts for a 
certain number of hours and up until then, 
they can complete the buy as a group to get 
products at discounted prices. The 
payments are reserved until the group buy 
invites are accepted by invitees and the 
purchase are completed, and if the 
requirement of minimum number of people 
for a group buy is not fulfilled, then that 
group buy is cancelled. People from any part 
of the nation can accept an invite and 
complete a purchase to get products at 
discounted prices. 
    
For every successful group buy, the participating buyers of that group will receive a 
percentage of the transaction as XLE tokens in their wallets depending on the type of 
the product. 
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Blockchain, also called distributed ledger technology (DLT), is nothing but an 
alternative to conventional databases, replicated, shared, and synchronized in network 
nodes. Similar to traditional financial institutions or banks that keep records for money 
deposited, blockchain is also time-stamped. The only difference is that banks’ data 
stores are centralised, while blockchain is entirely decentralised. There is no need for 
a trusted third party such as a bank. When someone make a transaction on blockchain, 
the transaction details are recorded on it. The fund level in the blockchain wallet is 
automatically updated. 
  
Technically speaking, the copy of transaction details is widely distributed in every 
node in the network, constituting a distributed database. In a traditional, client-server 
database, the data is stored in a single location, which becomes a hotspot for potential 
hackers. Data stored in blockchain remains untampered with, as anyone who wants to 
alter data has to do it in every node across the world.  
 

10. Introduction to Blockchain 
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The advent of blockchain technology has disrupted the way traditional sectors 
function by incorporating trustless operations into the ecosystem. Blockchain builds 
trust and brings the benefits of decentralisation. 

Distributed ledger: Every transaction gets automatically appended on blockchain, 
without data being controlled by a centralised server. The transaction details are 
stored as blocks, and each block points to the other through cryptographic hashing, 
ensuring the integrity of the data. 

Transparency: This is one of the prime features of blockchain technology. When 
anyone sends 100 USD worth of crypto assets to someone via blockchain, the entire 
network will come to know about this transaction. This ensures the authenticity of the 
transaction. Every node in blockchain has a copy of the transaction details, and 
anyone can verify the transaction without an intermediary.  

Based on consensus mechanism: Every transaction has to be validated before the 
data gets stored on the blocks. Each blockchain has different methods for validating a 
transaction; this is called the consensus mechanism. This eliminates the 
double-spending problem, allowing users to enjoy the essence of the fault-tolerance 
mechanism. 

Driven by smart contracts: Every function in the blockchain is carried out through 
smart contracts. Smart contracts are lines of code that automate tasks including 
collection and transfer of funds. The distribution of reward tokens can also be 
automated using smart contracts without any human intervention.  
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Ethereum blockchain is the root cause for the revolution in DeFi, as it allows the 
developers to deploy decentralised applications. Hence, a lot of businesses have 
taken their projects on-chain. This resulted in network congestion and an increased 
utility of Ether, a native token fuelling the Ethereum blockchain. Now, a small 
transaction in the Ethereum blockchain costs up to a few hundred dollars due to 
increased gas fees. This makes Ethereum unfit for daily use by small-scale traders and 
the general public. 
 
Solana has become the best alternative for Ethereum blockchain, inheriting all of its 
features, focused mainly on fast transactions, and enhanced throughput. Solana 
blockchain has a very high operation speed due to its unique method of ordering 
transactions. People can continuously interact with smart contracts as they do in the 
Ethereum blockchain. When it comes to other blockchains like Bitcoin, Neo, and so on, 
scalability is the major issue faced by the community. As the network grows in size, a 
reduction in transaction speed and block confirmation time occurs. Solana, on the 
other hand, tackles these problems without compromise in decentralisation, security, 
or transparency. The way Solana verifies transactions is quite different when 
compared to the leading blockchains. Solana can easily handle thousands of 
transactions per second using the concept of Proof of History.  
  
The efficiency of blockchain is determined by its capability to keep track ofthe order of 
transactions. Bitcoin blockchain, the first of its kind, bundles transactions into blocks 
with only one timestamp. Each node is in consensus with other nodes when validating 
these blocks, significantly increasing the waiting time for nodes to verify them. The 
following outlines Solana's approach to validating the blocks. 
 

11. Solana Blockchain - Overview
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Transactions taking place in the Solana blockchain are hashed using the SHA-256 
algorithm (Secured Hashing 256). This particular cryptographic hashing function 
takes an input and produces an extremely complex output, impossible to predict. Even 
if a user changed a single letter in the input, they could see a huge variation in the 
output. Solana takes the output of this function and leaves it as an input for the next 
hash, making it practically impossible for anyone to decode. The order of the 
transactions is inbuilt into the hashed output. 
 
Thus, instead of individual hashes, Solana creates a long, complex chain of hashed 
transactions holding the order of transactions. This eliminates the need for a 
conventional timestamp and makes verification easy when a validator adds to a block. 
   
Both Proof of Work used in the Bitcoin blockchain, and Proof of History used in Solana 
use the same encryption algorithm (SHA-256), but they primarily differ in the process 
of mining blocks. Blocks in the Bitcoin blockchain aregroups of unordered 
transactions. The BTC miner puts in the date and time of mining based on their local 
clock. Hence there is no time synchronization among the nodes. Then there arises a 
need for the blocks to figure out the validity of the timestamp, leading to increased 
block confirmation time in the Bitcoin blockchain. 
 
Solana on the other hand, orders the transactions in a chain of hashes, where the 
miners feed in very little information in each block. Solana uses a hashed version of 
the latest state of transactions to significantly reduce the confirmation time of new 
blocks, making it one of the fastest blockchains to date. 
 
The point to note here is that Proof of History is not really a consensus mechanism as 
it has nothing to do with choosing the validators of the block. It is a way of optimizing 
the time spent on block confirmation. So, how does Solana choose the next 
successful validator? 
  
Solana, like the Ethereum blockchain, uses the Proof of Stake (PoS) mechanism as its 
consensus. The combination of Proof of History and Proof of Stake allows the node to 
validate the order of transactions in no time, enabling the network to choose a 
validator more quickly than ever. 

Proof of History 
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For every project deployed on the blockchain to flourish, a supportive token is required 
to fuel its activity. Since smart contracts do not deal with fiat currencies, there is a 
need for Excelli’s own utility token, XLE. XLE is a virtual token that governs Excelli’s 
protocols. 
   
XLE is an SPL standard token on the Solana blockchain, functioning very similarly to 
ERC-20, but with a reduced gas fee. Every Excelli user is given an SPL token 
compatible wallet where they can hold their XLE tokens. 
 
Excelli Coin (XLE) is the reward token of Excelli platform, that people can redeem on 
further purchases. Influencers, affiliates, shoppers, and users of other services receive 
XLE tokens. 
   
XLE is not governed by any regulatory frameworks like fiat currencies. The price of XLE 
is purely based on the market trends and demands and it cannot be manipulated by 
any methods such as deflation. XLE, as a decentralised token on the Solana 
blockchain, offers transparency and anonymity, and allows secured transactions. 

12. XLE Token - Overview
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13. Progressive Coin Mechanism

2% of the transaction  will 
be converted to excelli 

coins by purchasing them 
from crypto exchanges

Excelli coins will be credit-
ed to the buyers wallet

Buyer can use the coins to 
purchase  inside excelli 

platform, convert to fiat by 
selling  in crypto exchanges

Every Excelli Purchase
Transaction

Customer

Some of the biggest issues faced by many crypto tokens are the extreme volatility of 
the market cap and price swings. This led to Excelli’s idea of the progressive coin. 

2%

$

$
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The uniqueness of the Excelli coin is the constant demand generation from 
the purchase transactions in the Excelli super app. A certain percentage of every 
transaction involving fiat currency within the super app will be given as cashback to 
the customers as Excelli coins. These coins are converted by purchasing from the 
crypto exchanges and credited into the customers’ wallets. This constant demand 
generation brings stability to the Excelli coin, thereby progressively resulting in an 
increase in price. 

The Excelli coin will be listed on the popular crypto exchanges, from where the tokens 
can be purchased. In simpler terms, the Excelli coin can bring more value to the 
holders. 
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14. Ways of Earning 
XLE Tokens: 

Earning XLE Tokens Through Buying 

Purchase Excelli coins 
through Real time / Batch 
integration with exchange

2% of the transaction is 
moved to Excelli coin pool

Make a purchase

Pool of  Excelli Coins
Credit the coins into 
Customer’s Excelli 
coins wallet

Customer

When transactions occur in Excelli’s e-commerce platform, 2% of the total transaction 
value is collected in the XLE coins pool. These funds collected through transactions 
are converted to XLE tokens either through smart contracts or through direct purchase 
of XLE tokens from the centralized exchanges where the coin is listed. The purchased 
coins stored in the pool are then dropped into the user's wallets. 
 
Thus, the user doesn’t have to put any effort into earning XLE tokens. All you have to 
do is carry your own purchase as you do in every other e-commerce platform. 
  
  

2%

$
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Earning XLE Through The Affiliate Program 

Customer

Affiliate

Purchase Excelli coins 
through Real time / Batch 
integration with exchange

Earn 1% of transaction 
value as Excelli Coins

Share link which results 
in successful purchase Make a purchase

Pool of  Excelli Coins
Credit the coins into 
Affiliate’s Excelli 
coins wallet

Excelli allows any user to share products available on the e-commerce platform with 
their audience, friends, and family. By enrolling as an affiliate in Excelli’s platform, 
users can share customised links of products and earn XLE tokens on successful 
purchases, and other customer actions.   
 
Excelli offers one of the largest affiliate marketing programs. Excelli enables bloggers, 
content creators, publishers, and the general public to monetise their traffic. With 
link-building tools offered by Excelli, users can share their recommendations to tens of 
thousands of audiences and influence them to buy. That gives users a massive 
opportunity to earn Excelli Coins. 

1% of the total transaction is used to purchase Excelli Coins and is stored in the coin 
pool from where it is reflected in the affiliate’s wallet. 

 

1%

$
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Earning XLE As A Content Creator 

Advertiser

Influencer

Purchase Excelli coins 
through Real time / Batch 
integration with exchange

Creator is rewarded 
with Excelli Coins

Trending videos which 
got more than 100K 
views

Paying for Ads in the feed

Pool of  Excelli Coins
Credit the coins into 
Influencer’s Excelli 
coins wallet

As a content creator, Excelli offers users a consistent way to monetise their content. 
There are no pre-requirements or thresholds as in other monetisation programs. Users 
can start monetising their content straight away upon signing up. 
  
The funds for monetisation are sourced through advertisers who pay to display their 
ads on Excelli. These funds are used to purchase XLE from the exchange and are 
stored in a pool. For every trending video with more than 100K views, the creator is 
rewarded with Excelli coins. 

Excelli users can give XLE tokens as a tip to their favorite influencers against the 
trending videos posted on the excelli social platform using the “Tip Now” option. 
 

Ads
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Excelli's main intent is to change the type of customer engagement from awareness to 
advocacy by creating rich social experiences for the users. Excelli’s customer-centric 
approach drives the customers to talk more about the brand which will help to build a 
genuine relationship. 
 

1. Motivation 

“Creating the desire or drive to use our platform”  

Buyers are offered great discounts on the group buy, allowing them to buy what they 
need and save money at the same time. By offering a flexible environment, and a 
variety of products, we will expand our customer base and create awareness among 
more people in the network. Excelli brings new customers to merchants, rewards 
shoppers, and incentivises affiliates and influencers, creating a win-win situation for 
everyone involved in the process. 
 

2. Ability 

“Providing the users with necessary resources”  

 15. Excelli Behavioural Model 
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• Creating awareness about the products and features 

• Engaging the users through entertainment and social media platforms 

• Retaining the shoppers by offering exciting deals and rewards 

• Implementing loyalty schemes that benefit and rewards the users 

• Making users the brand advocate through influencer and afiliate programs

3. Trigger 

“The series of events we create to facilitate a beautiful shopping ex-
perience”  
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16. Token Economics of XLE

Name: Excelli Coin 

Token Symbol: XLE 

Token Standard: SPL 

Blockchain: Solana 

Decimal: 09

Total Tokens Supply: 10 billion

Token Price: $0.0012

Fundraising: $2.94 million

Full Dilution Value: $12 million

Future Mint: Fixed supply, future minting disabled

Contract Address: 8PH4JNMgdESsXdTbTEhseNgu1PwWWEQw5vAZHSZxaP23

Token Allocation

Token Information

Token sale
30%

Team
20%

Liquidity
8%

Advisors
2%

Marketing
10%

User rewards and ecosystem
30%



Token Distribution & Locking Period 
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30% of the total tokens allocated to the fundraise sale is subdivided into Seed, 
Private and Public rounds

Raise $2.94 million through fundraise tokens sale, distributed as follows:

*TGE - Token Generation Event

Allocation

Team 20%

30%

30%

2 billion •  6 months lock
•  10% every month linearly thereafter
•  1 month lock
•  10% every month linearly thereafter
•  1 month lock
•  10% every month linearly thereafter

•  1 month lock
•  10% every month linearly thereafter

•  20% unlocked on TGE
•  10% every month linearly thereafter

200 million

800 million

1 billion

3 billion

3 billion See table below

02%

10%

08%

Advisors

Marketing

Liquidity

User Rewards 
& Ecosystem

Fundraise

Percentage Number of Tokens Vesting Schedule

$0.0008

$0.001

$0.0012

Token PriceFundraise 
Round

Seed 5% 500 million
•  10% unlocked on TGE
•  10% linear vesting weekly 
   thereafter

•  10% unlocked on TGE
•  10% linear vesting weekly 
   thereafter

•  30% unlocked on TGE
•  10% linear vesting weekly 
   thereafter

2.3 billion

200 million

23%

2%

Private

Public

Tokens
Percentage

Tokens Allocated 
for Sale

Vesting Schedule
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Recruited experts 
and began operating 

in stealth mode

Excelli raised 200K 
USD as seed funding

Established 5000 campus 
ambassadors to promote 

Excelli App
Company incorporated 

in India

XLE Token Launch
Established strategic 
partnership with Stumag

Excelli is born

April
2020

June
2020

July
2020

Nov
2020

Feb
2021

May
2021

Nov
2021

Beta launch of App 
(Social & Chat Features)

Apr
2022

17. Journey so far
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18. Future Roadmap

Q4 2023
• Hotel Booking
• Travel

Q2 2023
• Food Delivery
• Metaverse

Q2 2024
• Cabs
• Pharmacy

Q4 2024
• Entertainment
• Gig services 

Q2 2022

• NFTs Marketplace
• App Launch

Q4 2022

Groceries • 
Payments •

Shopping • 

Q3 2022
Advertising •
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19. Team

Sushmita Srivastava

B.E, GITAM University, Visakhapatnam
Data and products leader with proven 
expertise in leading and managing large scale 
data projects, and product thought leadership.

Vice President - Data & Products

Linkedin Profile

Sandeep Vangala

MSc, London Metropolitan University, UK

Serial Entrepreneur - Powering growth 
in the IT consulting and social commerce 
industry for more than a decade

Chief Executive Officer

Linkedin Profile

Advisors

Santosh Kumar

B.Tech, JNTU, Hyderabad

Vice President - Products

Linkedin Profile

Seasoned Products leader with extensive 
experience in product leadership and 
management.

Anders Johnsson

BSc,Lund University School of Economics and Management

Experienced Entrepreneur and early 
Bitcoin adopter with a demonstrated 
history of working with tech start-ups 

in emerging economies.

24/7 BlockLabs, Sr Partner

Linkedin Profile

Rajeev Kumar YSR

M.Tech, IIT Madras - B.Tech, IIT Madras

Intrapreneur with 10+ years of 
experience of leading PnL, Sales, 

Strategy & Operations

T-Hub, Startup Mentor

Linkedin Profile

Aman Gujaria

MS, North Carolina State University
B.Tech, IIT Guwahati

Technology leader with over 10 years 
experience in building massively scalable 
applications

Chief Technology Officer

Linkedin Profile

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sandeepvangala/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/aman-gujaria-6ba93b10/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/santoshkumar0311/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sushmitasrivastava/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/anders-johnsson/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rajeevysr/
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PLEASE READ THIS SECTION AND THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS ENTITLED 
"DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY", "NO REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES", 
"REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES BY YOU", "CAUTIONARY NOTE ON 
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS", "MARKET AND INDUSTRY INFORMATION AND 
NO CONSENT OF OTHER PERSONS", "NO ADVICE", "NO FURTHER INFORMATION OR 
UPDATE", "RESTRICTIONS ON DISTRIBUTION AND DISSEMINATION", "NO OFFER OF 
SECURITIES OR REGISTRATION" AND "RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES" CAREFULLY.

IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT AS TO THE ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE, YOU SHOULD 
CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S).

20. White Paper Disclaimers for
The XLE Tokens

The XLE tokens are not intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction. This 
Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not 
intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in 
securities in any jurisdiction. 

This Whitepaper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on any advice to sell, 
or any solicitation of any offer by the distributor/vendor of the XLE tokens to purchase 
any XLE tokens nor shall it or any part of it nor the fact of its presentation form the 
basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or investment decision.

Any agreement as between EXCELLI COIN PTE. LTD., Singapore (hereinafter referred 
to as “the Distributor”), the Excelli super app (hereinafter referred to as “Excelli”) and 
you as a purchaser, and in relation to any sale and purchase, of XLE tokens (as referred 
to in this Whitepaper) is to be governed by only a separate document setting out the 
terms and conditions (the "Terms") of such agreement. In the event of any 
inconsistencies between the Terms and this Whitepaper, the former shall prevail. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE
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You are not eligible and you are not to purchase any XLE tokens if you are a citizen, 
resident (tax or otherwise) or green card holder of the United States of America.

No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in 
this Whitepaper. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory 
requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination 
of this Whitepaper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or 
rules have been complied with. 

This Whitepaper, any part thereof and any copy thereof must not be taken or 
transmitted to any country where distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper is 
prohibited or restricted. 

No part of this Whitepaper is to be reproduced, distributed or disseminated without 
including this section and the following sections entitled "Disclaimer of Liability", "No 
Representations and Warranties", "Representations and Warranties By You", 
"Cautionary Note On Forward-Looking Statements", "Market and Industry Information 
and No Consent of Other Persons", 

"Terms Used", "No Advice", "No Further Information or Update", "Restrictions On 
Distribution and Dissemination", "No Offer of Securities Or Registration" and "Risks 
and Uncertainties". 

A. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY
To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, Excelli 
and/or the Distributor shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, 
consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but 
not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of 
or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this Whitepaper or any part 
thereof by you. 
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B. NO REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
Excelli and/or the Distributor do not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, 
any representation, warranty or undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or 
person, including any representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to the truth, 
accuracy and completeness of any of the information set out in this Whitepaper.

C. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES BY YOU
By accessing and/or accepting possession of any information in this Whitepaper or 
such part thereof (as the case may be), you represent and warrant to Excelli and/or the 
Distributor as follows: 

(a)  you agree and acknowledge that the XLE tokens do not constitute securities in 
any form in any jurisdiction;

(b)  you agree and acknowledge that this Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus 
or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities in 
any jurisdiction or a solicitation for investment in securities and you are not bound to 
enter into any contract or binding legal commitment and no cryptocurrency or other 
form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of this Whitepaper; 

(c)  you agree and acknowledge that no regulatory authority has examined or approved 
of the information set out in this Whitepaper, no action has been or will be taken under 
the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction and the publication, 
distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper to you does not imply that the 
applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with; 

(d) you agree and acknowledge that this Whitepaper, the undertaking and/or the 
completion of the offering, or future trading of the XLE tokens on any cryptocurrency 
exchange, shall not be construed, interpreted or deemed by you as an indication of the 
merits of Excelli and/or the Distributor or the XLE tokens; 

(e)  the distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper, any part thereof or any copy 
thereof, or acceptance of the same by you, is not prohibited or restricted by the 
applicable laws, regulations or rules in your jurisdiction, and where any restrictions in 
relation to possession are applicable, you have observed and complied with all such 
restrictions at your own expense and without liability to Excelli and/or the Distributor;
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(f) you agree and acknowledge that in the case where you wish to purchase or 
otherwise acquire any XLE tokens, the XLE tokens are not to be construed, interpreted, 
classified or treated as: 

       (i) any kind of currency or cryptocurrency;

       (ii) debentures, stocks or shares issued by any person or entity (whether Excelli  
 and/or the Distributor)

       (iii) rights, options or derivatives in respect of such debentures, stocks or shares;

       (iv) rights under a contract for differences or under any other contract the   
             purpose or pretended purpose of which is to secure a profit or avoid a loss;

       (v) units in a collective investment scheme;

       (vi) units in a business trust;

       (vii) units or any form of ownership interest in land, real estate or other property;

       (viii) derivatives of units in a business trust; or

       (ix) any other security or class of securities.

(g)  you are fully aware of and understand that you are not eligible to purchase any XLE 
tokens if you are a citizen, resident (tax or otherwise) or green card holder of the United 
States of America; 

(h)  you have a basic degree of understanding of the operation, functionality, usage, 
storage, transmission mechanisms and other material characteristics of 
cryptocurrencies, blockchain-based software systems, cryptocurrency wallets or other 
related token storage mechanisms, blockchain technology and smart contract 
technology; 
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(i)   you are fully aware and understand that in the case where you wish to purchase 
any XLE tokens, there are risks associated with Excelli and the Distributor and their 
respective business and operations and the XLE tokens. 

(j)    you agree and acknowledge that neither Excelli nor the Distributor is liable for any 
indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract 
or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss 
of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on 
this Whitepaper or any part thereof by you; 

(k)  you agree and acknowledge that the ownership and use of any XLE token is subject  
to the Terms and that you are bound by such Terms; and all of the above 
representations and warranties are true, complete, accurate and non misleading from 
the time of your access to and/or acceptance of possession this Whitepaper or such 
part thereof (as the case may be). 

D. CAUTIONARY NOTE ON FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
All statements contained in this Whitepaper, statements made in press releases or in 
any place accessible by the public and oral statements that may be made by Excelli 
and/or the Distributor or their respective directors, executive officers or employees 
acting on behalf of Excelli or the Distributor (as the case may be), that are not 
statements of historical fact, constitute "forward-looking statements". Some of these 
statements can be identified by forward-looking terms such as "aim", "target", 
"anticipate", "believe", "could", "estimate", "expect", "if", "intend", "may", "plan", 
"possible", "probable", "project", "should", "would", "will" or other similar terms. 
However, these terms are not the exclusive means of identifying forward-looking 
statements. All statements regarding Excelli and/or the Distributor’s financial position, 
business strategies, plans and prospects and the future prospects of the industry 
which Excelli and/or the Distributor is in are forward-looking statements. These 
forward-looking statements, including but not limited to statements as to Excelli’s 
and/or the Distributor’s revenue and profitability, prospects, future plans, other 
expected industry trends and other matters discussed in this Whitepaper regarding 
Excelli and/or the Distributor are matters that are not historic facts, but only 
predictions. 
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These forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties 
and other factors that may cause the actual future results, performance or 
achievements of Excelli and/or the Distributor to be materially different from any 
future results, performance or achievements expected, expressed or implied by such 
forward-looking statements. These factors include, amongst others: 

(a) changes in political, social, economic and stock or cryptocurrency market 
conditions, and the regulatory environment in the countries in which Excelli and/or the 
Distributor conducts its respective businesses and operations; 

(b)   the risk that Excelli and/or the Distributor may be unable or execute or implement 
their respective business strategies and future plans; 

(c) changes in interest rates and exchange rates of fiat currencies and 
cryptocurrencies; 

(d)  changes in the anticipated growth strategies and expected internal growth of 
Excelli and/or the Distributor; 

(e)  changes in the availability and fees payable to Excelli and/or the Distributor in 
connection with their respective businesses and operations; 

(f)   changes in the availability and salaries of employees who are required by Excelli 
and/or the Distributor to operate their respective businesses and operations; 

(g)   changes in preferences of customers of Excelli and/or the Distributor; 

(h)  changes in competitive conditions under which Excelli and/or the Distributor 
operate, and the ability of Excelli and/or the Distributor to compete under such 
conditions; 

(i)  changes in the future capital needs of Excelli and/or the Distributor and the 
availability of financing and capital to fund such needs; 

(j)    war or acts of international or domestic terrorism; 
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(k)   occurrences of catastrophic events, natural disasters and acts of God that affect 
the businesses and/or operations of Excelli and/or the Distributor; 

(l)    other factors beyond the control of Excelli and/or the Distributor; and 

(m) any risk and uncertainties associated with Excelli and/or the Distributor and their 
businesses and operations and the XLE tokens. 

All forward-looking statements made by or attributable to Excelli and/or the Distributor 
or persons acting on behalf of Excelli and/or the Distributor are expressly qualified in 
their entirety by such factors. Given that risks and uncertainties that may cause the 
actual future results, performance or achievements of Excelli and/or the Distributor to 
be materially different from that expected, expressed or implied by the forward-looking 
statements in this Whitepaper, undue reliance must not be placed on these 
statements. These forward-looking statements are applicable only as of the date of 
this Whitepaper. 

Neither Excelli, the Distributor nor any other person represents, warrants and/or 
undertakes that the actual future results, performance or achievements of Excelli 
and/or the Distributor will be as discussed in those forward-looking statements. The 
actual results, performance or achievements of Excelli and/or the Distributor may 
differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements.

Nothing contained in this Whitepaper is or may be relied upon as a promise, 
representation or undertaking as to the future performance or policies of Excelli 
and/or the Distributor. 

Further, Excelli and/or the Distributor disclaim any responsibility to update any of 
those forward-looking statements or publicly announce any revisions to those 
forward-looking statements to reflect future developments, events or circumstances, 
even if new information becomes available or other events occur in the future.
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E. MARKET AND INDUSTRY INFORMATION AND NO CONSENT OF OTHER PERSONS
This Whitepaper includes market and industry information and forecasts that have 
been obtained from internal surveys, reports and studies, where appropriate, as well as 
market research, publicly available information and industry publications. Such 
surveys, reports, studies, market research, publicly available information and 
publications generally state that the information that they contain has been obtained 
from sources believed to be reliable, but there can be no assurance as to the accuracy 
or completeness of such included information. 

Save for Excelli, the Distributor and their respective directors, executive officers and 
employees, no person has provided his or her consent to the inclusion of his or her 
name and/or other information attributed or perceived to be attributed to such person 
in connection therewith in this Whitepaper and no representation, warranty or 
undertaking is or purported to be provided as to the accuracy or completeness of such 
information by such person and such persons shall not be obliged to provide any 
updates on the same. 

While Excelli and/or the Distributor have taken reasonable actions to ensure that the 
information is extracted accurately and in its proper context, Excelli and/or the 
Distributor have not conducted any independent review of the information extracted 
from third party sources, verified the accuracy or completeness of such information or 
ascertained the underlying economic assumptions relied upon therein. Consequently, 
neither Excelli, the Distributor, nor their respective directors, executive officers and 
employees acting on their behalf makes any representation or warranty as to the 
accuracy or completeness of such information and shall not be obliged to provide any 
updates on the same 

F. TERMS USED
To facilitate a better understanding of the XLE tokens being offered for purchase by 
the Distributor, and the businesses and operations of Excelli and/or the Distributor, 
certain technical terms and abbreviations, as well as, in certain instances, their 
descriptions, have been used in this Whitepaper. These descriptions and assigned 
meanings should not be treated as being definitive of their meanings and may not 
correspond to standard industry meanings or usage. 
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G. NO ADVICE
No information in this Whitepaper should be considered to be business, legal, financial 
or tax advice regarding any aspect of Excelli, the Distributor or the XLE tokens. You 
should consult your own legal, financial, tax or other professional adviser regarding 
Excelli and/or the Distributor and their respective businesses and operations and the 
XLE tokens. You should be aware that you may be required to bear the financial risk of 
any purchase of XLE tokens for an indefinite period of time. 

H. NO FURTHER INFORMATION OR UPDATE
No person has been or is authorised to give any information or representation not 
contained in this Whitepaper in connection with Excelli and/or the Distributor and their 
respective businesses and operations and the XLE tokens, and, if given, such 
information or representation must not be relied upon as having been authorised by or 
on behalf of Excelli and/or the Distributor. 
 

I. RESTRICTIONS ON DISTRIBUTION AND DISSEMINATION
The distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper or any part thereof may be 
prohibited or restricted by the laws, regulatory requirements and rules of any 
jurisdiction. In the case where any restriction applies, you are to inform yourself about, 
and to observe, any restrictions which are applicable to your possession of this 
Whitepaper or such part thereof (as the case may be) at your own expense and without 
liability to Excelli and/or the Distributor. 

Persons to whom a copy of this Whitepaper has been distributed or disseminated, 
provided access to or who otherwise have the Whitepaper in their possession shall not 
circulate it to any other persons, reproduce or otherwise distribute this Whitepaper or 
any information contained herein for any purpose whatsoever nor permit or cause the 
same to occur. 
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J. NO OFFER OF SECURITIES OR REGISTRATION
This Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and 
is not intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in 
securities in any jurisdiction. No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding 
legal commitment and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted 
on the basis of this Whitepaper. Any agreement in relation to any sale and purchase of 
XLE tokens (as referred to in this Whitepaper) is to be governed by only the Terms of 
such agreement and no other document. In the event of any inconsistencies between 
the Terms and this Whitepaper, the former shall prevail. 

You are not eligible to purchase any XLE tokens if you are a citizen, resident (tax or 
otherwise) or green card holder of the United States of America. 

No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in 
this Whitepaper. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory 
requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination 
of this Whitepaper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or 
rules have been complied with. 

K. RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES
Prospective purchasers of XLE tokens (as referred to in this Whitepaper) should 
carefully consider and evaluate all risks and uncertainties associated with Excelli, the 
Distributor and their respective businesses and operations and the XLE tokens. If any 
of such risks and uncertainties develops into actual events, the business, financial 
condition, results of operations and prospects of Excelli and/or the Distributor could 
be materially and adversely affected. In such cases, you may lose all or part of the 
value of the XLE tokens. 
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